Week 8 - Assignment 7

Due on 2020-12-02, 23:59 IST.

Q 20

1) On-board chargers proprietary to vehicle need not be standardized but public chargers need some standardization.  
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: True

2) ChA-de-mo is European charging standard whereas CCS was developed by Japan  
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Feedback: CHAdeMO is Japanese charging standard whereas CCS is European charging standard
   Accepted Answers: False

3) AC-001 is DH4 specified charging for DC charger.  
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: False

4) Operating Voltage and connector are among other parameters that need to be standardised for swappable batteries.  
   - True
   - False
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: True

5) OCPP stands for ________  
   - Open Charging Port Protocol
   - Open Charge Point Protocol
   - Operating Charging Point Protocol
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Open Charge Point Protocol

6) CCS stands for ________  
   - Combined Charging System
   - Combination of Charging Systems
   - Chinese Charging System
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: Combined Charging System

AC-001 has power limits up to \( (A) \) kW whereas DC-001 power limits are up to \( (B) \) kW.

7) The value of A is
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: (Type: Number) 3

8) The value of B is
   
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 0
   Accepted Answers: (Type: Number) 15